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Welcome
to the Circle of Excellence

Book Club & Book Study
The goal of each book is to introduce new perspectives, give you ideas and 
insights and to help you do things differently so you can get different results.  

When you can discuss what you’re learning and participate with your community 
it helps to cement your learning. 

And remember each person learns and sees through their eyes and 
understanding, so when they share their perspectives you may suddenly see 
something you didn’t before, and the same applies to them when you share. 

Here’s How We’ll Structure Our Book Study  

Near the end of the month we’ll ship out the books for the next month. And I’ll 
post the suggested reading schedule in the Facebook Group.  

Each member is asked to make a post in the group every week - a fresh one - 
and in that post share with us:

1) The 3 Key "aha's" and new insights you got with this weeks reading 

2) How these insights has changed a perspective and what ONE thing 
you'll implement or change, or an action you will take because of it. 
(Even though you’ll be reading more than one chapter a week, please keep your 
commitment each week to  ONE thing so that it gets done, if you have more ideas, we're 
creating a "parking lot" template as well so you can jot them down that way they don't get 
lost of forgotten, yet you don't overwhelm yourself either.)

3) When you commit to having it done

Make sure to circle back to your post once it's completed and close the loop. 
Even if it takes more than that week to implement it. 

At the end of the month we’ll meet via Zoom as a group for a facilitated and 
engaging discussion.  

This will be the STANDARD group format for all the books so you know it will be 
the same each month.
 
The following pages are templates you can use for each chapter and zoom call.



Chapter Review
(Print as many as you need each week for each chapter.)

Book:

Chapter #: Chapter Title:

Key Takeaways

A New Perspective I Learned

A Perspective I’d Like to Share

What I’ll Do Different

(Remember, your reading schedule is more than one chapter a week. Jot down your 
ideas here - and then pick just ONE each week to implement.  The rest, if they still seem 
like a good idea, move to the parking lot worksheet.) 



Group Ca� Prepara�on

Ca� Notes

Call Date:

Key “A-ha!”s That I’d like to Discuss in our Call Today

New Ideas That I Have Been/Will Be Implementing

Perspectives I Learned from Other Circle Members

Anything I Will Do or Would Like to Do Differently

Ideas I’d Like to Get Some Help With/Brainstorming on Implementing



Parking Lot
Ideas and insights I’d like to from this book that I’d like to remember for future use:


	Asset 20
	Asset 21
	Asset 22
	Asset 23
	Asset 24

